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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that a noncommutative simple algebra generated over a field F by two 
idempotents is necessarily the ring of 2 X 2 matrices over a simple extension of F, and 
that every matrix ring over a field K can be generated over K by three idempotents. 
It is known that simple algebras which contain idempotents # (0, l} are 
generated by their idempotents (with some exceptions in characteristic two). 
For a more general result see Herstein [2, Theorem (1.5)] or Amitsur [I, 
Theorem 2). In this paper, we consider the question of determining the 
minimal number of idempotents required. We consider the structure of 
algebras generated by two idempotents. We also show that if D is a division 
algebra finite dimensional over its center F, then the full matrix algebra 
M,(D) can be generated over F by three idempotents, if n > 1. 
We begin with 
LEMMA 1. Let A be the algebra generated over a field F by idempotents 
e, f. Then A is finite dimensional if and only if ef (or fe) is algebraic over F. 
Proof. A is spanned as a vector space over F by the monomials in e, f. 
Since each monomial m can be written in the form x(ef )‘y (some k > 0) 
where {x, y} c {e, f }, the result follows. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be the algebra generated over a field F by 
idmnpotents e, f. If A i.s infinite di mmsional, then A is isomorphic to the 
semigroup algebra of the free product (e > * ( f > of the one-element semi- 
groups (e>,(f >. 
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Proof. Assume A is infinite dimensional. To prove the result we need 
only show that the set of monomials in e, f is linearly independent. If m is a 
monomial in e, f (with e, f alternating) we define the degree of m in the 
usual way. Suppose that the set of monomials is linearly dependent, and let 
(Ylrnl + *. . +a,m, =o (O#a, EF) (*I 
be a nontrivial dependence relation with 
degm, < degm, d . . < deg m, 
and m, distinct (as monomials). 
Now m, has one of the forms 
efef. *. ef, 
fefe. - *fe, 
efef. + * fe. 
fef...ef. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
If (1) arises, multiply (* ) on the left by f and on the right by e. Collecting 
terms, we get an equation of the form Xf_ ,pi( fe)“’ =O, where k > 1, 
n,<n,<-- . <n,, and Pk=at and 2ni=degm,+2 (for in this case note 
that m, has even degree and that deg fm,e = deg m, + 2, while the only other 
monomial of degree deg mt is of the form fefe. * . fe). Thus fe is algebraic 
over F, contradicting Lemma 1. If (2) arises, multiply ( * ) on the left by e 
and on the right by f. If (3) arises, multiply (*) on the left by ef and on the 
right by f; if (4) arises multiply ( * ) on the left by fe and on the right by e. 
Similar arguments give contradictions. n 
COROLLARY. Zf A is a simple algebra generated ooer F by two idempo- 
tents, then A is finite dimensional. 
The following observation is useful. 
LEMMA 3. Zf R is the ring generated by the iofempotents e, f, then 
(e-f)" EZ(R), the center ofR. 
Proof. Just check. n 
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THEOREM 4. Let A be the algebra generated over a field F by the 
idempotents e, f. If A is simple, then either A is isomorphic to F or A is 
iamwrphic to M,(K), the algebra of 2 ~2 matrices over a finite simple 
extension K of F. Conversely, every such algebra can be generated over F by 
two idempotents except the algebra M&Z,). 
Proof. Suppose A is simple. Then A is finite dimensional. Let K = Z(A). 
Then K is a field and K contains the subfield K, = F(( e - f )“) generated over 
F by (e-f)“. If e- fE K, then ef=fe and A is commutative; so A= K, 
{e, f} C{O,l} and A=F. Suppose e-f@K. 
CLAIM. A is spanned, as a vector space over K,, by e, f, ef, fe. 
To prove this it is sufficient to show that each monomial in e, f is a K- 
linear combination of e, f, ef, fe. In fact each monomial is a Z[( e -f )2]- 
linear combination of e, f, ef, fe. F or suppose not, and let m be a monomial 
of least degree for which this fails. By symmetry we may assume that 
m=efer for some monomial x. Then m= -(e-f)2ex+ex, and ex is a 
monomial of lower degree than m. This establishes the Claim. 
Since A is simple and not commutative, A is thus 4dimensional over K,, 
so K=K, and A=MM,(K,). 
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, let K be a finite simple 
extension of F, say K = F( a), and let m(x) E F [x] be the minimal polynomial 
of a. Let X be the companion matrix of m(r) (let XEF- (0, l} if aEF), and 
let 
be compatible matrices, where Z is the identity matrix of the same size as X. 
Note that e, f belong to the standard embedding of M,,(K) =Mz( F) @.F K 
in M,,(F), where n=deg m(x). So the algebra S generated by e, f is 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of M,(K). On the other hand, e2 =e, f 2 =f, and 
F((e-f)2)=F[X]=K, so S contains a subalgebra isomorphic to M,(K). 
Hence S= M,(K). 
It is trivial to check that M,(E,) cannot be generated by two idempo- 
tents. n 
REMARK 1. Let A be finite-dimensional simple algebra generated over a 
field F by a pair of noncommuting elements U, v satisfying quadratic poly- 
nomials over F. Then the center K of A is a finite separable extension of F, 
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and A is four dimensional over K. For suppose u2 =au+ b, o2 =cv+d, 
where a, b, c, d are in F. Then cu + au - uv - vu is in A, and the result 
follows by the argument for Theorem 4. At the Santa Barbara conference 
(December 1977), David Wales gave a group-theoretic proof of this result 
(cf+0 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be the algebra generated over a field F by the 
idmnpotents e, f. Then A/1( A) is commutative if and only if ef -fe is 
nilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose first that ef-fe is nilpotent, say (ef -fe)” =O. Expanding 
and multiplying on the left and right by ef leads to the fact that ef is 
algebraic over Z and hence over F. By Lemma 1, A is finite dimensional. So 
A/J(A) is the direct sum of simple algebras. Each such simple algebra S is a 
homomorphic image of A and hence it is generated by a pair e’, f’ of 
idempotents with e’f’-f’e’ nilpotent. By Theorem 4, if S is not commuta- 
tive, then it is isomorphic to M,(K) for some field K. But, by the lemma 
below, M,(K) cannot be generated by a pair of elements u, v with uv- i)u 
nilpotent. So S is commutative. Hence A/./( A) is commutative. Suppose now 
that A/J(A) is commutative. Then ef - fe EJ( A), so we need only show that 
J(A) is nilpotent. Since there exist simple noncommutative algebras over F 
generated by two idempotents, A cannot be isomorphic to the free product 
F [ e] * F F [ f 1. By Proposition 2, A is therefore finite dimensional. So J(A) is 
nilpotent. n 
LEMMA. Let u, v be 2 X 2 matrices with entries in a field K. Then u, v 
have a common eigenvector (over the algebraic closure of K) if uv - vu is 
nilpotent. 
Proof. We may assume K is algebraically closed and that u is in Jordan 
canonical form. Thus 
Ul 0 
u= 0 u2 ( 1 
or 
Ul 1 
u= 0 Ul’ ( 1 (4 
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Let u = ( uii). The result is clear if uu =uu. Suppose uuftm. Then the 
nilpotency of uo- VU implies u is triangular in case (i) and u is upper 
triangular in case (ii). This gives the result. H 
REMARK 2. Corollary 1 also follows from the following fact: Let A, B be 
idempotent matrices with entries in a field F, and suppose AB- BA is 
nilpotent. Then A, B are simultaneously triangularizable over F. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that A, B have a common eigenvector, for 
then the result follows by induction. We may assume A is diagonal, say 
Z the identity k X k matrix, for some k < n. Let 
be blocked compatibly with A. Suppose there exists a vector u #O with 
"J312 =O. Let V={uluB,, =O}. Note that uB,,B,, =u(B12 -B12Bz)=0 
(since B2 = B), and thus V is B,,-invariant. So there exists u#O with 
uB,, =Au, uB,, =O. (Note that X=0 or 1, since B,, -BFI =B,,B,, is nilpo- 
tent.) So (u,O)A=(u,O) and (u,O)B=h(u,O), as required. Suppose that 
uB 12 = 0 implies u = 0. Since B,, B,, is nilpotent, this implies that there exists 
w#O with wBsl = 0. Let W= {w ( wB~~ = O}. Then W is B,,-invariant, and 
thus there exists z#O with zB~~ =O, zB= =pz (again p= 0 or 1). But then 
(0, z)A = 0 and (0, z)B=p(O, z), giving the required result. n 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be the algebra generated ovm a field F by the 
nonzero idempotents e, f with e-f nilpotent. Then A/J(A) = F. 
Proof. It is easy to check that ef-fe is nilpotent. The result then 
follows quickly from Corollary 1. n 
REMARKS. F. G. Gaines (unpublished) has determined the structure of 
rings generated by two idempotents e, f with (e-f )” =O, and in fact his 
results sparked off the present investigation. I wish to thank him for several 
useful conversations. 
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THEOREM 5. The simple rings R which can be generated by two 
idempotents e, f are the fields E, (p prime) and the matrix algebras M,(K) 
where K is a finite field with 1 K) > 2. 
Proof. If R is commutative, then R is a field and {e, f } c { 0, l}, so the 
result follows. Suppose R is not commutative. Then O# (e - f )2 E Z( R) and 
Z(R) is a field, and by Theorem 4, R =M,(Z(R)). Now Z[(e-f)2]CZ(R), 
and by the proof of the Claim in Theorem 4, R is spanned as a Z[(e-f )2]- 
mod& by e, f, ef, f e, which are linearly independent over Z(R). Thus 
Z(R)=ZKe-f)21, so Z(R) has finite characteristic, and thus it is finite, 
since (e-f )” is algebraic over its prime subfield. This completes the proof. n 
We now prove 
THEOREM 6. Let D be a division algebra finite dimensional over a field 
F, and assume that the center Z(D) of D is a separable extension of F. Then 
if n> 1, the matrix algebra M,,(D) can be generated over F by three 
idempotents. 
Proof. By a result of Jacobson [3, Theorem 1, p. 1811, D has a maximal 
subfield K which is separable over Z(D) and hence over F. Hence K = F(a) 
for some element aED. By another result of Jacobson [3, Theorem 3, p. 
1831, D can be generated over D by a pair of elements one of which can be 
taken to be a. Choose bED such that D is generated over Z(d) and hence 
over F [since Z(D) C F(a)] by a, b. We may assume that a, b are nonzero 
and that unless D=F=H2, b#l. 
Suppose first that n=2. Assume FZE,. Let 
and let Y be the algebra generated by A, B, C over F. Note that 
so 
so 
c-l?c=(; Y_,)EY. 
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[since b#l, 1 EF(1 -b), where F(u) denotes the F-subalgebra generated 
by u]. Hence 
Hence 
so 
( 1 l OEY 0 0 
[since b#O, 1 EF( b)]. Hence 
and then 
Since D is generated over F by a, b and hence by b, ab, 
for all dED. 
But then 
So M,(D)CY. 
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are idempotents and they generate M,(Z,). 
Suppose now that n > 2. We first claim that the pair of n X n matrices 
A= , B= 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0100~~*0 
0 0 1 0 0 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
* 0 
0 1 
oooo*~~o 
generate M,,(D) over F. 
Let Eii denote the nX n matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position, zeros 
elsewhere. Let Y be the algebra generated over F by A, B. Note that 
AB”-’ =aEnn E Y, so E,, EY, since lEF(a). Also AB”-2=aE,,_,+ 
bE,, E Y and E,,(ABnd2)E,, = bE,, E Y. Since a, b generate D over F, we 
thus find that DE,, G Y. Since BEi+l, =Ein (1 Q i < n- l), we thus get 
DE,, c Y (1 <i < n- 1). Using the fact that E,,ABne2 =aEln_-l +bE1,, we 
now see that DE, n_l C Y. But then consideration of E,,,ABnm3, 
EI,AB”-4,..., E,,A leads successively to DE,,_z C Y, DEln_3 C Y,. . ., 
DE,, c Y. Since AE,, =aEnl, we thus find that DE,, C_ Y. But Eii = 
B”-‘E,,Bi-‘, so DEii EY for all i, i. Hence Y=M,(D). Note that A2 =A 
and that B + I = E, + E,, where 
E,=E,,+E,2+E,+E34+E55+E56+*** +E2k+12k+l+H. 
where 
if n=2k+l, 
2k+l2k+2 if n=2k+2, 
and 
E,=E,+E,+E,+E,+-‘. +E2k2k+E2k2k+l+L, 
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if n=2k+l, 
2k+2 2k+2 if n=2k+2. 
Then Ef = E,, Et = E,, and M,,(D) can he generated by A, E,, E,. 
COROLLARY. 
(i) Zf F is a field and n> 1, then M,(F) can be generated by three 
idempotents. 
(ii) Zf K is a field of characteristic zero, then every finite-dimensional 
simple algebra over F which is not a d&i&m algebra can be generated by 
three idempotents. 
We wish to thank the referee for suggesting putting our results in the 
context given in the opening paragraph and fm providing the references given 
there. 
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